


Background

• Deciding to stop or continue anticoagulation for venous thromboembolism
(VTE) after initial treatment is challenging, as individual risks of recurrence
and bleeding are heterogeneous.

• While anticoagulant treatment is effective in reducing recurrence risk, it is
associated with a 1%–2% annual risk of major bleeding.

• International guidelines do not provide recommendations as to how the
risks of recurrent VTE and bleeding should be assessed and weighed.

• To improve clinical decision-making, well-performing models are needed to
estimate the absolute risks of VTE recurrence and bleeding on an individual
patient basis.



AIM of the study

• To develop and externally validate models for predicting 5-year risks of
recurrence and bleeding in patients with VTE without cancer who
completed at least 3 months of initial treatment.



Methods

• Data sets (trials as well as cohort studies) containing data from adult
patients with VTE without active cancer who completed primary
anticoagulant treatment of at least 3 months with direct oral
anticoagulants (DOACs), vitamin K antagonists (VKAs), heparin, or low
molecular weight heparin (LMWH), were eligible for inclusion.

• The models were externally validated in four cohorts and one trial.

• A list of candidate predictors was constructed prior to model development
based on the most recent systematic review of risk scores for recurrence
and bleeding after initial treatment for VTE.



Results (I)

• In total, 15 141 patients (mean±standard deviation age 57.1±15.8 years,
41% female, 69% with unprovoked VTE, and 49% receiving extended
anticoagulation) were included in the combined data set for model
derivation.

• In this population, 220 recurrences and 169 competing non-VTE-related
deaths occurred during the median follow-up of 191 days (interquartile
range: [IQR] 44–446 days).

• During a median follow-up of 189 days (IQR: 42–372 days), 737 bleeding
events and 145 competing non-bleeding-related deaths occurred.



Results (II)

• Internal C-statistics for the recurrent VTE model ranged from 0.51 to 0.79; overall
0.68 (95% CI: 0.65–0.72).

• Internal C-statistics for the bleeding model ranged from 0.65 to 0.73; overall 0.69
(95% CI: 0.67–0.72).

• After external validation, the C-statistics for the recurrent VTE model ranged from
0.48 (0.45–0.52) to 0.71 (0.66–0.77); For the bleeding risk score, C-statistics
ranged from 0.61 (0.54–0.67) to 0.68 (0.65–0.70).

• In the total population, after adjusting for the effect of extended anticoagulation,
the discrimination of the VTE-PREDICT risk scores is comparable to the other
existing risk scores for recurrent VTE and bleeding.

• Absolute risks of recurrent VTE and bleeding within 5 years ranged from 3.8% to
19.1% for recurrent VTE, and 1.3% to 19.0% for bleeding.









Conclusions
• The VTE-PREDICT risk score estimates the risks of recurrent VTE and bleeding in
patients with VTE who do not have active cancer and who have completed initial
anticoagulant treatment.

• With simple, readily available, patient characteristics absolute recurrence risk
reduction and increase in bleeding can be estimated real-time for the individual
patient.

• An interactive calculator, worldwide available for free through
https://vtepredict.com/, facilitates the use of these models to individualize
treatment decisions and improve shared decision-making in clinical practice.

• Therefore, the calculator will not provide advice on whether to stop or continue
anticoagulant treatment based only on estimated risks.

• Future studies should focus on how to weigh risks to better guide treatment
decisions.
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